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1.

Introduction

The Northern Ireland Tourist Board (NITB) appointed TEAM Tourism Consulting to work with it and
other partner organisations to develop a Visitor Information Plan in order to maximise the potential
opportunities of the changing scope of visitor information and the opportunities provided by the
existing Tourist Information Centre network.
This Visitor Information Plan will support implementation of the new Tourism Strategy for 2010 –
2020.
NITB has recently released a brand for Northern Ireland tourism that summarises the qualities that
will set Northern Ireland apart from its competitors. Its vision is to;
“Create the new Northern Ireland experience and get it on everyone’s destination wish list.”
It advocates that all of us involved in tourism become ‘Visitor Inspired‘. This is the guiding principle
underpinning this Visitor Information Plan that will focus on meeting visitor needs and providing
an enhanced visitor experience.
The new Tourism Strategy establishes the strategic context for this Plan1. Underpinning the vision
is a programme of implementation that demonstrates how the story of Northern Ireland will be
brought to life by its people and partners. Action is required in many areas and by a wide range of
partners2. Priorities for action have been identified under four themes and these are:
• People – which establishes how the Tourist Board will work with the people of Northern Ireland
to develop a unique visitor experience;
• Places – which establishes how investment will be encouraged in places making them better for
residents and visitors;
• Promotions – which highlights the opportunities to present the product to the priority markets;
and
• Partnership – which establishes the roles and responsibilities of all agencies.
In creating the new Northern Ireland experience it is important that access to the country and its
products is easy, that visitors find it easy to get around, and that there are opportunities for visitors
to spend money. Critical to the successful delivery of the brand for Northern Ireland tourism is the
provision of accurate and timely information available to visitors where and when they need it.
These key objectives underpin this plan for visitor information.

1 The Tourism Strategy for Northern Ireland to 2020, is led by the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Investment (DETI) and, at
the time of writing, is available for public consultation at www. detini.gov.uk.
2 There are currently a number of long term strategies which provide potential opportunities to improve visitors’ access across
Northern Ireland and enhance their experience. For example, the Regional Transportation Strategy and the Public Transport Reform
Proposals.
Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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2.

Methodology

This plan has been developed in close consultation This final point is addressed within this report. Here
we summarise:
with NITB and its partners. It has included:
•
•
•
•

•

•

A review and analysis of relevant existing research
– from within Northern Ireland and elsewhere
A research programme of interviews with over
1000 visitors at the Tourist Information Centres
(TICs) and ‘non-TIC’ locations
A review of TICs and consultations with TIC
supervisors via visits to TICs, consultations with
TIC supervisors and a workshop
Feedback from consultations with a sample of
relevant Government departments with a key
role in tourism, and liaison with other key tourism
related bodies and initiatives
Collation of examples of visitor information
provision elsewhere and within Northern Ireland
to identify best practice or potential opportunities
for Northern Ireland
A consultation workshop with key partners.

Specifically TEAM has delivered five outcomes, the
detailed findings of which are summarised in this
report and accompanying appendix:
•
•

•
•
•

A review of the role and visitor experience delivered
at TICs in Northern Ireland
The identification of visitors’ current and evolving
information requirements based on a programme
of primary research amongst TIC and non-TIC
visitors
Analysis of visitors’ existing access to Northern
Ireland tourism information
The identification of new models of visitor
information provision in the sector
Recommendations for the future, relevant for the
period 2010-2015, with account taken of trends
and likely requirements for the period 2015 - 2020.
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•
•
•

•

The strengths, opportunities and challenges that
will need to be addressed
A vision of where Northern Ireland should be in
terms of visitor information in 2020
Strategic Actions identifying key policies and
programmes that will provide the direction to
achieve the vision and appropriate working
partnerships
A 3 year action plan which specifies the required
tasks and identifies areas of responsibility for
delivery.

3.

Context and Strategic Objectives

NITB has recently focused on improving the depth and
quality of its tourism product, particularly through the
five ‘Signature Projects’ and as they evolve to Signature
Destinations. Northern Ireland is currently rebuilding
its reputation as a tourism destination and there is
now a need to focus on marketing and information
provision to ensure that the benefits of the product
improvements are realised – that is, maximising the
number of visits, spend and levels of satisfaction.

Under the key themes of People Places Promotions
and Partnerships, the areas of relevance are:
•
•
•

•
•
At the same time there are some major changes, both •
global and local that will impact on the future shape of
visitor services. These are:
•
• The rapid developments in new technology which
are transforming the ways that visitors access •
information, both at the planning stage and whilst
in the destination
•
potential
reorganisation
of
Local
• The
Authorities in Northern Ireland which will lead
to new arrangements for visitor services and TIC •
operations in particular.

Inspire the people of Northern Ireland to discover
and share stories with visitors
Know the visitor and respond
Inspire the tourism industry to use storytelling in
their messages
Make the visitor welcome personal
Create immediate impact at major gateways
Make it easy for the visitor to get to and get around
Northern Ireland
Create more opportunities for visitors to spend
money
Exploit the potential of food, drink and local
products to enhance the visitor experience
Upgrade interpretation at visitor sites and give
priority to the development of projects that explain
the history and culture
Grow income from visitors through targeted
marketing
Exploit the potential of new media to reach and
persuade visitors.

•
NITB has the potential to influence the future
developments of visitor services through certain
funding streams and through providing leadership
and direction, but most importantly, through working
Four strategic objectives for Visitor Information
in partnership with other organisations, specifically
emerge from the Tourism Strategy for Northern
the local authorities who fund and manage many of
Ireland to 2020:
the TICs.
• To maximise visitor spending within NI
NITB has recently launched its new brand for Northern • To enhance visitor satisfaction and enjoyment
(and hence repeat visits and recommendations),
Ireland. The brand articulates the aspiration that
through the highest quality of personal visitor
quality will set Northern Ireland apart from its
welcome and information provision at key
competitors and that this will be achieved through
gateways, destinations and attractions
service providers being ‘Visitor Inspired’. It is within
this context that the considerations in this report have • To make it easy for potential visitors to plan and
book their visits to/within NI and to navigate
been developed.
around NI
Many of the elements of the new tourism strategy for • To support NITB’s major marketing campaigns
through the provision of directly relevant
Northern Ireland relate specifically to visitor welcome
information and by facilitating the telling of NI’s
and information provision, and others are particularly
major stories of interest to visitors.
focused on opportunities to engage with and support
small businesses. (Effective information provision is
the key means of providing access for small businesses
to potential customers and vice versa.)

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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4. Survey of Visitors to Northern Ireland -

TIC users and non-users

A key factor of the process of developing this plan The key findings of most significance were:
was a programme of primary research with visitors • 31% of TIC users were influenced to re-visit
in Northern Ireland, both those who were using TICs
Northern Ireland as a result of visiting a TIC and
and those who were to be found elsewhere in the
50% had visited an attraction that they have not
destinations.
planned to visit as a result of visiting the TIC.
• 81% of the users of Belfast Welcome Centre were
A survey was undertaken in September 2009 of
on holiday, with only 2% of its visitors being from
691 visitors to TICs and 448 visitors in the wider
Northern Ireland. This compared to 63% of NI
destination. The TICs included the Belfast Welcome
residents in smaller TICs.
Centre, three ‘medium’ TICs (Newcastle, Derry and • Most visitors were on their first visit to Northern
Giant’s Causeway) and three ‘smaller’ TICs (Banbridge,
Ireland and this was true of 72% of visitors to
3
Omagh and Fermanagh) .
Belfast Welcome Centre. These visitors were
also the most likely to be seeking information on
The objectives of the research were to identify
accommodation, transport and places to visit
the influence of TICs on visitors and the evolving
elsewhere in Northern Ireland.
information needs before, during and after their visit to • The main three areas of information request/
Northern Ireland. It also tested methods of accessing
services were ‘places to visit in this area’ (31%),
tourist information and the profile of visitors and their
‘souvenirs / shopping’ (24%) and ‘information on
expectations of TIC services.
elsewhere in Northern Ireland’ (23%).
• The Internet was the main source of information
used for trip planning, and this had seen significant
growth during the previous three years, but
brochures and TICs had remained at similar levels
of usage during that period.
• The top three sources of information used during
a visit to Northern Ireland were found to be TICs
(32%), leaflets (27%), and advice from friends and
family (21%).
• However, a significant proportion of visitors (31%)
do not access any sources information while they
are in the destination, and this is highest amongst
visitors from the Republic of Ireland, and those
who are making return visits.
• The use of ‘new’ channels (e.g. TV in hotel room,
GPS / Satnav, Internet via mobile) was found to be
only used by around 3% of visitors and has seen
limited growth in the last 3 years.

3 Tourist Information Centres (TIC) where classified as small or medium
(for the purposes of this exercise) according to footfall registered by the
TICs in 2008.
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5.

Current Visitor Information Services

The programme of consultations and workshops and The TICs fulfil some unique information fulfilment
our own observations of current visitor information roles:
services identified some particular strengths in the • Offering personal attention, able to meet visitors’
existing provision:
specific requirements and tailor information to
visitors’ circumstances
• A strong website with high levels of satisfaction
• Engaging with small businesses, particularly guest
• A good supply of local and regional print, well
houses and B&Bs who currently have relatively low
distributed to hotels and other outlets
occupancy levels in Northern Ireland and who are
• Good provision of TICs at key entry points,
not accessible via online or agency bookings
particularly at airports
• Being ‘Visitor Inspired’ – specifically enhancing
• No significant gaps in areas of high visitor demand
the visitor experience through offering a friendly
(although the Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre is
and professional welcome, thus encouraging word
currently undergoing a reorganisation)
of mouth recommendations and repeat visits (the
• A high level of provision in terms of the numbers
primary research identified that 51% of visitor to
of TICs and their geographical spread (31 TICs
TICs were likely to visit attractions that they had
including some seasonal ones)
not planned to visit and that 31% were more likely
• A high level of usage by visitors - 30% of overseas
to return to Northern Ireland following a visit to the
visitors who entered via RoI visited a tourist
TIC).
information office, while 16% of overseas visitors
who entered via NI visited a tourist information In addition, consultations with TIC operators and
office (Millward Brown survey of overseas visitors consideration of TIC operations elsewhere identified
2009).
that some offer the potential to:
• A strong promotion of all of Northern Ireland within • Influence the future visitor experience in the
the TICs, and no excessive ‘parochialism’
destination, through providing feedback on
• Good signposting to TICs and attractions in most
current infrastructure and areas of development
cases.
• Act as local information ‘hubs’, disseminating
information and promoting visitor welcome to
other partners and outlets in their area
• Engage with and co-ordinate training on visitors
needs with local businesses in their council district
• Play an increased role in destination marketing
through customer data collection and customer
relationship marketing
• As natural communicators, they can provide the
opportunity for visitors to engage with the ‘stories’
of Northern Ireland
• Engage with new media to become guardians of the
destination ‘brand’, particularly on user generated
content websites and use social networking to
interact with potential visitors
• Be the ‘Custodians of Content’ by collating accurate
and appropriate data and disseminating this to
traditional and online outlets, including mobile
devices.

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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6.

Challenges for the Network

There are some specific challenges facing Visitor •
Information services in Northern Ireland which came
to light during observations and consultations,
specifically:
•

•

Responding to user and local requirements.
There is a relatively high level of TIC provision in
Northern Ireland compared to other areas in the
UK. Visitor numbers vary widely, from almost
400,000 (per annum) visitors to the Belfast Visitor
Welcome Centre to 4,000 at some of the smaller
seasonal centres. Some TICs are mainly servicing
local residents whilst others are dealing with first
time visitors to Northern Ireland – a challenge is to
move away from the idea of a network within which
all TICs are expected to provide the same services,
to one where TICs are focused on their individual
circumstances.
Within this there is a need to provide information
where and when visitors require it. For example,
although some TICs have extended opening
hours, many are still operating on council office
hours. Information needs to spread beyond the
TICs to other locations via partners or franchise
arrangements, or TIC ‘ambassadors’ taking the
information to the visitors (such as currently
happens in Londonderry on the walls and on cruise
ships for example).
Maximising
impact
of
the
network.
TICs are generally providing a reactive service
based on responding to visitors questions –
this is a missed opportunity and a challenge.
Personalising the service, understanding the
visitor and promoting the Northern Ireland brand
are essential. The TIC’s role as a generator of
additional visits to attractions and of repeat visits
has been proved in the research – but this can be
further developed.
In addition, the visitor information network
including print and website development, but
particularly the TIC network are generally poorly
integrated with marketing activities (and vice
versa). A challenge will be creating a proactive
culture in the TIC network that is closely allied to
marketing activity.
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Partnership and co-ordinating the network.
Information services are delivered by a plethora
of organisations – this brings a particular set
of challenges. For example, there is the need to
ensure a coordinated approach is undertaken
in the development of any new IT systems and
visitor information services provided by tourism
bodies (Local Authorities and Regional Tourism
Partnerships). There is the potential to engage
these organisations in new and innovative
methods of delivery.

There are a number of other organisations who •
provide information to visitors throughout Northern
Ireland in different ways – for instance, the Northern
Ireland Environment Agency, National Trust, Translink
and individual operators. The need to engage with
these organisations to streamline visitor services
and information access is necessary for the potential
impact to be realised.
•

•

•

Sustaining the network.
The current
organisational restructuring of local authorities
within Northern Ireland, will bring new challenges
and create new opportunities. Local authorities
play a crucial role in tourism. Taking our theme of
‘Visitor Inspired‘, there will be a need to develop,
cluster and promote tourism products, facilities
and attractions, in partnership with the private
sector to provide a complete tourism experience.
New ways of working. The digital revolution
continues and creates opportunities and
challenges for the network. For example, the
advent of User Generated Content on the Internet
(e.g. Trip Advisor) and the rapid expansion of
Social Networking (e.g. Facebook and Twitter)
have influenced the ways that people gather
information in advance of visiting a destination.
There is the opportunity for TIC staff to play a key
role in this.
Similarly, Smart phones, I-Phones, Sat Nav and
the Internet carry extensive information which is
increasingly used by visitors within the destination.
Identifying the options for data management and
developing a coordinated approach to engaging
local businesses and working with Fáilte Ireland,
Tourism Ireland and VisitBritain is crucial.
Communicating with visitors. TICs are places
where visitors can gain insights into the destination
via displays and information, but particularly
through communications with staff and the
experience of storytelling. There is a requirement
to recruit appropriately skilled staff who are natural
communicators, able to enthuse visitors.

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan

Branding. Linked to this, there is a move away from
the ‘Tourist Information Centre’ name towards
Visitor Welcome Centres (e.g. Belfast), Local
Information Centres (e.g. Antrim Information
Centre) or Discovery Centres (as in the Republic
of Ireland). This acknowledgement that TICs are
about more than information is welcome, but it can
lead to confusion for visitors – there are also Tourist
Information Points (TIPs) and Visitor Information
Points (VIPs). Defining a coherent brand will be a
challenge.
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7.

The Vision for 2020

This section sets out the Vision for Visitor Information in Northern Ireland, designed to directly support the
overall tourism strategy for the province.

The Vision - It is the year 2020 ….
The past ten years have seen dramatic changes in the
provision of visitor services in Northern Ireland, stimulated
by the Visitor Information Plan of 2010. The programme
has grown in size, reflecting the need identified in the
overall Tourism Strategy for Northern Ireland to maximise
the return on the significant investment in major new
tourism attractions, events and experiences, particularly
the five Signature Projects.
The tourism industry has been ‘Visitor Inspired’ and the
quality of services and welcome has led to high levels of
repeat visit and personal recommendation.
The nature of information provision has changed.
Whereas for many years, tourist information provision was
equated primarily with traditional TICs and a plethora of
leaflets and brochures, now information is communicated
to visitors in many different ways. Virtually every tourist
in Northern Ireland, whether from home or abroad, is fully
‘Web literate’ and the majority now have smart phones
that enable them to use the m-web to access information
and bookings.
The smart phone revolution, started by the Apple iPhone,
has been based on the availability of many and varied
‘applications’, a significant proportion of which have
been directly relevant to the needs of visitors within
destinations. Global positioning is standard on all but the
most basic mobile phones and this has enabled:
• The provision of ‘location based services’ – i.e. services
relating to the user’s geographical location, such as
information on historical and cultural resources or
walking routes; or commercial information on hotels,
pubs, restaurants, etc.
• Highly sophisticated mapping applications that
enable the users to see the locations of every type
of tourism resource and service within a defined
distance and to plan itineraries for defined periods of
time.
Partly stimulated and enabled by these developments in
IT, Northern Ireland has adopted a philosophy of taking
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information to the visitor, rather than expecting the
visitor to come to a central point for information.
Virtually every accommodation establishment in
Northern Ireland provides visitor information through
leaflet displays and most importantly sound knowledge
of the area and enthusiasm. Free access to Web based
tourism information for visitors, either in rooms or in
reception areas is also available.
NITB, on behalf of the Northern Ireland Visitor Information
Network, has:
• Arranged for the provision of a wide variety of
location based services for visitors to access via their
smart phones – including themed information to
support each element of NITB and Tourism Ireland
marketing.
• Worked in partnership with Google and other online
consumer distribution channels to ensure that
Northern Ireland tourism information can be used
in conjunction with the most up-to-date mapping
applications on NITB’s web site; and on smart phones,
through special downloadable applications.
The policy of ‘taking information to the visitor’ has had
significant implications for Northern Ireland’s network of
visitor information centres. Essentially, the network has
evolved to have three distinct components:
1.

‘Welcome centres’, situated in the key tourism
locations in NI. These centres play a key role in the
implementation of the NI Tourism Strategy, with
interpretation of key stories as a critical part of their
role; and they act as managers for the whole visitor
information network within their defined area. They
also explain and market the entire Northern Ireland
Visitor Information Network and all its associated
components.

2. ‘Destination information centres’ in locations
with significant volumes of visitors; these are run
by various types of organisations – not only local
authorities, but also in partnership with tourism
associations, visitor attractions, the Environment

Agency or Translink according to various guidelines
and standards (including branding) set by NITB, so
that, to the visitor, they all appear to be part of one
cohesive network. In effect, these are information
centre franchises, with the franchise managed
and supported (but not funded) by NITB. In most
destinations, the centres have therefore moved
towards a lower cost model.
3. ‘Local information centres’, some positioned (as
distinct entities) within local authority information
centres, others as small information outlets within
pubs, shops and petrol stations. Again they meet
certain standards set by NITB to be recognised
and branded as part of the Northern Ireland Visitor
Information Network, and the signage helps to
increase footfall into the outlets for the benefit of the
business whilst improving the provision for visitors.
In order to fulfil their strategic role, the strategic centres
adopt a proactive approach to their job, in three main
respects:
1.

Actively supporting NITB’s thematic marketing
campaigns and major project promotions, using
special training (for staff and industry), displays,
literature dispensing, screen based promotions, etc.

2.

Understanding visitors’ needs more fully in the initial
discussion (‘reading the visitor’), in order to maximise
visitor satisfaction and identify opportunities to
encourage the visitor to spend more time and money
in the locality. All information about the customer’s
needs is captured for future marketing use (CRM).

3.

Engaging visitors in the ‘Stories’ of Northern Ireland,
both through direct presentation and signposting
the ‘Story Opportunities’ in the area.

TIC staff maintain their own blog and respond to real time
online enquiries via social networking functionality. Where
visitors post negative reviews, (either during or post visit)
the information centres staff act immediately, either by
responding themselves or by encouraging the subject
of the complaint to respond. Visitors can download and
print information for their own use, at a modest price.
Given the large volume of electronic information easily
available to visitors through multiple outlets (including
visitor information centres) and the ability of the centres
to print customised information on demand, there has
been some rationalisation of print. There is now a single
set of attractive, consistent, experience led guides for
each main destination area or theme, fully coordinated
with information on the Web.
• The essential foundation is a carefully designed,
highly effective information and content
management system, which draws together
quality assured information and content from
multiple sources and then distributes it to the
Web, publications, information centres, etc. The
partners have recognised that authoritative content
is more important than ever, because of the need
to differentiate their material from the plethora of
other destination content available in the Web – and
they have invested accordingly.other services on
TripAdvisor and send their blog with photos to their
friends and family.

The Welcome Centres have been designed to stimulate
social networking and user generated content, by creating
social ‘Internet café’ areas where visitors can talk to each
other and record their experiences of the area and upload
photos, so that they can be posted on the destination
Web site and such other sites as the visitor chooses.

The vision is illustrated by a number of scenarios from a visitor’s perspective in 2015-20, included in Section 12.

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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8.

The Plan and Key Areas for Development

Based on the priorities as identified in the Tourism Strategy, the consultation programme and the primary
research amongst visitors, the following table summarises the key objectives of the Visitor Information Plan.
The four Action areas that follow from this are outlined in more detail in Section 9.
Aim for the Network:
‘Create the new Northern Ireland
experience and get it on everyone’s
destination wish list’

Objective 1:
Enhance visitor
satisfaction and
recommendations

Objective 2:
Facilitate planning,
booking and
navigation

Objective 3:
Support campaigns
and storytelling

Objective 4:
Increase visitor spend
and length of stay

Areas for future development
Defining TICs – Welcome, Destination, Local
Evolving TIC roles – welcome, stories, info hubs
Focusing on electronic channels and digital content

Taking information to the user
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Action area 1:

Action area 2:

Action area 3:

Action area 4:

People

Places

Promotions

Partnership

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

NI Visitor Information Strategic Initiatives and Timescales

2010

Visitor Information Strategic Initiatives

People
1.

Develop a pro-active network – take information to the visitor, ‘read’ the
customer and their requirements, tell the story, and capture customer
details

2.

Engage others in the visitor welcome utilising fully the resources and
expertise of the existing network and the benefits of ICT

Places
3.

Develop interpretation at each Signature Project provided by well
trained enthusiastic staff or downloadable to a variety of mobile devices
via wireless or Bluetooth

4.

Clearly define the role of TICs within the network – as Welcome Centres,
destination centres or local centres

5.

Develop an evolving role for TICs – looking at new services, changes in
emphasis, proactive delivery of information, opening times etc.

Promotions
6.

Continue to move from print to electronic channels as the means of
information distribution

7.

Develop systems and protocols for content management and mobile
website and services

8.

Develop seamless information provision for visitors around the province
in a variety of languages, through TICs, managed outlets, leaflets,
location based services and downloadable data

Partnerships
9.

Achieve a stronger partnership between visitor information providers

10. Develop common services and standards for visitor information outlets

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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9.

Action Area 1 - People

9.1 Strategic Priorities and approach
People are a fundamental element of delivering an effective
visitor information network. It is their knowledge, expertise
and, most importantly, enthusiasm that helps to really add
value to the visitor experience.
However the potential of people within the network is
currently not being fully realised as section 6 identifies.

7.

8.

Over the next five years the priorities are to change the
culture to:
•

Have a pro-active network – where staff read the
customerandtheirrequirements,tellthestory(whatever
it might be), and capture their customers details

•

Engage
utilising
of the

•

others
in
the
visitor
welcome
fully the resources and expertise
existing network and the benefit

9.

10.
11.

Utilise fully the benefits of ICT – using it as a resource but
also, more importantly, as a repository for the expertise
that exists within the network through consistent
content and knowledge management.
12.

9.2 Targets for 2015
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A robust tourism information facility at each of the main
airports and at the key points of visitor flow in Northern
Ireland.
In areas where there is less visitor demand or smaller
TICs, there would be a network of information points,
including franchise operations at retail, hotel or
attraction outlets.
All TIC staff will have undergone special training
in visitor welcome and ‘reading the visitor’ and in
fulfilment of their role in storytelling and the marketing
of the province.
In Londonderry, the TIC ambassadors will be available
on the walls to provide guidance to visitors – and utilising
smart phone translation applications to communicate
with non-English speakers.
There will be seamless information provision for visitors
as they tour around the province. This will be available in
a variety of languages, through TICs, managed outlets,
leaflets, location based services and downloadable
data.
All NI taxi drivers will be trained in visitor welcome,
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13.

14.

15.

product knowledge and storytelling.
Their ‘in
car’ systems will provide access to destination
websites to access up to date information on events,
accommodation availability and special offers.
In Londonderry and Belfast there will be a volunteer
‘Greeter’ service, with a cadre of volunteers who are
available to welcome visitors to the City and share
their passion for Northern Ireland, engaging visitors in
storytelling.
In hotels, staff will be highly trained in visitor welcome
and information provision, having been attracted to
work in the hospitality industry because of their pride
in their destination and passion for customer service.
All hotel and attraction reception areas will have free
maps of the area and leaflets highlighting the main
promotional themes for their area, including key places
of interest and information points. They also provide
free Internet access for visitors.
Many hotels will offer regular story telling sessions in
their bars.
Self-catering, Guest Houses and B&Bs will also be well
supplied with leaflets and e-newsletters featuring
special events. They offer Internet access to visitors.
They attend regular familiarisation visits and will have
participated in training in customer welcome and
storytelling.
Visitor attractions, cafes, pubs and retail outlets offer
information and strong visitor welcome beyond those
provided by council operated services, with easy access
to online information.
The quality of service in TICs and other outlets will be
monitored regularly by a robust Mystery Shopping
programme, with individual feedback and advice on
improvements.
Translink, Airlines and the Environment Agency will
have the opportunity to participate in visitor services
training programmes for all their customer facing
staff, so that they are knowledgeable and are ‘Visitor
Inspired’.
All transport staff in NI will be issued with smart mobile
devices for checking data and dealing with non-English
speaking visitors.

10.

Action Area 2 - Places

10.1 Strategic Priorities and approach

10.2 Targets for 2015

The provision of information is intrinsically linked with
places – both in terms of providing information where
visitors need it, but also in providing information to enable
and persuade visitors to explore the totality of Northern
Ireland.

1.

As section 5 identifies, place related challenges include
providing services that respond to local circumstances and
also provide information when and where visitors need it.
In the medium term, the priorities are to:
• Clearly define the role of TICs within the network – are
they Welcome Centres, destination centres or local
centres?
• Start to investigate and develop an evolving role for
TICs – looking at new services, changes in emphasis,
proactive delivery of information, opening times etc.
This will be achieved through a series of pilots with
Welcome Centres representing the priority.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan

Each Signature Project will have interpretation and
visitor information provided by well trained enthusiastic
staff or downloadable to a variety of mobile devices
using either wireless or Bluetooth connectivity.
Information at each location will direct visitors to
explore further afield, to discover less known areas and
to travel more widely.
Public transport will be easy to navigate with digital
signage showing real time bus timetables, and in-bus
communication systems highlighting places to visit.
Signage in towns and points of entry will provide a
sense of welcome and clear directions to TICs and other
visitor attractions.
Unique cultural ‘Experiences’ of Northern Ireland will
be easy to find in convenient locations, and there will be
plentiful opportunities to enjoy locally produced food
and drink.
The strategic Welcome Centres and information outlets
will offer extended visitor welcome services outside of
typical office opening hours, and display screens will
provide ‘out of hours’ information.
Several TICs will be outlets for local art and crafts and
sell a wide range of quality souvenirs and tickets for
events, which will minimise the costs to the public purse
and allow extended opening hours.
The evenings will be much busier with more restaurants
and pubs open and a strong programme of events and
animation (including storytelling) to enliven the night
time economy, supported by the information outlets.
At major events, visitors will have access to updates
and practical information as well as ideas for extending
their visit.
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11.

Action Area 3 - Promotions

11.1 Strategic Priorities and approach

11.2 Targets for 2015

Information provision is a vital part of the promotional
process:
• Providing the detail to take inspiration into planning
and booking stages
• Providing the content to drive promotional activity and
special offers
• Offering a face-to-face welcome to the destination
• Collecting data to feed back into the promotional
process (i.e. CRM).

1.

At present co-ordination between information and
promotional functions could be better. There are significant
opportunities for more proactive delivery of information
through digital channels and fundamental to this will be
strong content, and opportunities to rationalise print.
Priorities in the medium term are to:
• Continue to move from print to electronic channels as
the means of information distribution
• Develop systems and protocols for content
management.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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A collaborative approach to marketing will be introduced
leading to a rationalisation of print and websites, with
clear definitions of the purposes of print for use in
advance of a trip or whilst in the destination.
TIC staff will be involved in consumer promotional
exhibitions and wider Tourism Ireland promotions, able
to promote their own area and all of Northern Ireland.
Most visitors will be coming to Northern Ireland on the
recommendation of friends or family, who have talked
about the friendly people and the great welcome they
received, as well as the beautiful scenery and fabulous
places to visit.
Many other visitors will be repeaters who are exploring a
bit further afield, having discovered the ‘honeypots’ on
their first trip, but having seen the wealth of additional
things to do while browsing in the TICs or at the hotel
reception desk.
The data capture of enquiries and visitors will be
collated into a central customer database, available
to NITB for CRM – specifically for keeping in touch with
visitors and inviting them to make return trips around
special events or offers.
TIC staff will receive a monthly e-newsletter from
NITB which they edit and disseminate to their local
tourism businesses, in order to promote events and
opportunities to staying visitors.
A range of well coordinated and good quality print,
based on visitor needs, and in various languages will
be available for visitors to access as they explore the
province. TIC staff will monitor requests and feed this
into marketing plans and promotions.
TIC staff will work on monitoring the User Generated
Content sites (e.g. Trip Advisor) to ensure that
comments receive a prompt response and that local
businesses are aware of any feedback.
Destination websites will have Social Networking
Links, so that potential visitors can post requests for
information or advice about their visit and TIC staff can
respond in real time.
NITB will drive visitors to the TICs through their online
and offline promotions, confident that there will be
an excellent visitor welcome at any of the networked
TICs and that visitors will be encouraged to increase
their spending through further exploration of the NI
product.

12.

Action Area 4 - Partnerships

12.1 Strategic Priorities and approach
Partnership is a fundamental philosophy underpinning the
Visitor Information Strategy – but it is also a philosophy
that requires significant action. Partnership and coordination will be key to not only delivering a consistent and
comprehensive network but also to creating a sustainable
network.
At present information services are delivered by a plethora
of organisations, which brings a range of challenges.
In the medium term, the priority will be to achieve a stronger
partnership between these players (through enhanced
communication, familiarisation visits etc.) and start to
develop some common services and standards.

12.2 Targets for 2015
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

The new tourism strategy for Northern Ireland advocates
partnership working and greater collaboration around
key tourism areas in Northern Ireland. It is likely that
there will be a formalised structure for the private sector
to proactively engage alongside the local authority(ies).
However, it is the responsibility of the local authority
to decide the most suitable model for their area.
The precise constitution of a structure will vary
according to local circumstances.
The Visitor Services Network Group will be the primary
mechanism for implementing the Visitor Information
Strategy published in 2010 and updated every three
years, in the light of changes in new media and their
impact on the provision of information and bookings in
the most effective way.
TIC supervisors will meet regularly to review progress
against objectives in the 3 year Visitor Information
Action Plan.
NITB will exploit its relationships with Fáilte Ireland,
Tourism Ireland and VisitBritain to maximise the
benefits of joint promotion and CRM and minimise
ongoing costs by utilising any technology, process or
other economy of scale saving opportunities.
IT systems will be specified and purchased jointly or
selected according to guideline specifications produced
by NITB.
NITB will provide a strong programme of support and
leadership to the TICs, and through them to other
visitor information outlets.

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan

7. A regular programme of training will ensure that both
new and existing TIC and business staff are performing
strongly as the face of visitor welcome; training courses
will be an opportunity to foster positive partnership
working between the TICs.
8. NITB will negotiate with distribution agencies to
establish a coordinated leaflet distribution service
between TICs and with hotels and attractions and other
information outlets
9. Regular product familiarisation visits will provide
the opportunity for TIC staff to ‘sell’ the destinations
effectively, and they in turn will organise educational
trips for their information partners and visitor facing
business staff.
10. Some TICs will have moved into shared facilities with
other services to improve their location and/or save on
their costs.
11. Regular meetings of TDOs will ensure that marketing
and promotions are well coordinated and avoid
duplication, and that the TIC role in market intelligence
is acknowledged.
12. Translink, National Trust and the Environment Agency
will offers regular product familiarisation visits
developed with hotels and attractions to maximise
opportunities for sustainable travel using public
transport.
13. The tourism industry will be offered regular email
newsletters via the TIC network, featuring forthcoming
events and updates.
14. NITB will coordinate an economic impact study on
the TICs which will assess the contribution to local
businesses from visitors passing through the TIC, and
a high likelihood of generating repeat visits.
15. NITB will hold an annual forum for local authority
councillors and chief officers to present the economic
benefit of tourism and the case for support for the
tourism activity at local level, highlighting the role of
visitor services.
16. TICs will be closely involved in their local community,
supporting other council services and providing
services of value to their local residents. They support
cultural and leisure strategies and the economic
development agenda for their council, and have strong
political recognition.
17. Councillors and senior officers will recognise the value
of the TIC service as an important contribution to civic
pride and the local community, particularly in the arts,
cultural and evening economies.
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13. Visitor Scenarios -

Experiencing the Vision
The vision and outcome of the described actions can be further illustrated
by a number of scenarios from different visitors’ experiences looking forward
to 2015.

Scenario 1
•

•

•

•

•

Tessa and Larry Connor fly into Belfast from their
home in Boston USA. They are in their early 60s,
recently retired and this is their first visit to Ireland.
Larry’s grandfather was born in Derry so he has
always wanted to explore his family background
and Tessa loves scenic walking and is interested in
Irish history.
They have been planning their trip over a period
of time using the Tourism Ireland channel on
their interactive TV to select places to visit and
accommodation and have stored it all onto their
smart phone.
Following arrival at Belfast Airport they call at the
Welcome Centre to talk over their plans with the
friendly visitor advisors. They ask about places
that serve vegetarian food where they can listen to
live music and enjoy a pint of Guinness. The adviser
asks where they are staying and what transport
they will be using and then prints off a map showing
places that she thinks they will enjoy. (She was on
a familiarisation visit to Belfast pubs a couple of
weeks ago, so knows which places will suit them).
She checks that they have enough currency and
hires them a smart phone with a local SIM to avoid
roaming charges and puts credit on it for making
small purchases without the need to carry a lot of
cash.
On arrival at their hotel, the receptionist suggests
that after dinner they may like to have a drink in
the bar at 10pm as there will be an Irish story teller
there who is very entertaining.
The next morning they go to the Belfast Welcome
Centre where they have arranged to meet the
‘Greeter’ who they had booked. While they are
waiting, they pick up a few leaflets of places that
they hadn’t thought of going to and the visitor
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•

•

advisor tells them that there
will be a musical concert at City
Hall at lunchtime which they
might enjoy. He also explains how
they can use the Internet access at
the centre to research their family
links with Ireland.
Their Greeter is called Duncan – he is
a recently retired bank manager who
worked in Belfast for many years and is
committed to making sure that everyone
who visits Belfast goes away enthused by the
City and by Northern Ireland. He asks them
about themselves and then takes them for a stroll
around Belfast. He takes them into the bank where
he used to work to show them the painted ceiling
in the lobby and points out his favourite place
for an Irish coffee. His grandmother worked in a
linen factory and he tells them about her life and
his early memories of school in Antrim – and the
contrast with his own children and grandchildren.
He takes them on the tram and shows them how
to get the best type of ticket. He recommends
some places where they can try Irish whiskey and
the best place to buy soda bread.
After a few hours he leaves them at City Hall for
the concert. Larry and Tessa feel that they have
made a real friend and have really started to ‘got
under the skin’ of Northern Ireland.

Belfast City Hall
Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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Scenario 2
•

•

Katie and James are in their mid twenties and
live in Manchester. They are graduates and have
management positions which involve working
long hours. They like to take several weekends
away each year as a means of relaxing, discovering
new places and escaping from the humdrum of
domesticity.
They got the idea of going to Northern Ireland from
a link sent to them via Facebook – a ‘Friend’ had
been for a weekend and had a great time. The link
took them to www.discovernorthernireland.com.
They found a hotel showing a special break price
of three nights for the price of two, so decided to
take an extra day off work. Before booking they
checked the link on the NI website to TripAdvisor
to find reviews.

•

•

•

Giant’s Causeway, County Antrim

•

•
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Amongst the positive reviews, there was one
negative review relating to slow service, but the
response from the manager reassured them that
the hotel was keen to please their customers so
they booked it online. They used www.lastminute.
com to find a cheap flight. A few days before,
the weather forecast was not looking good, so
they logged on to www.discovernorthernireland.
com to search for things to do that were indoors.
They posted a request on the Twisitor page:
“ We are coming to Belfast at the weekend and want
some ideas of things that we can do if the weather
is bad. We like eating, drinking, shopping and
visiting sites. We like the idea of doing something
typically local too. Any suggestions?”
Within a few moments a response
came through from the visitor advisor:
“This weekend you might like to take a bus tour
first to see the main sites, and we suggest you
definitely get off at the award winning Titanic
Exhibition. For a preview click on this link…and
text TITANIC to 3434 to receive a discount voucher.
There is Irish Storytelling at the Bristol Pub on
Friday and Saturday evening, where you can sit by
a log fire and listen to myths and legends from the
past. The postcode of the pub is BT5 6TE – you can
find it on Googlemaps. Make sure you call into the
Welcome Centre here – you can get a nice coffee
with Irish cake! And we would love to give you more
ideas of things to do. How long will you be staying?
Need any help with finding a hotel?”
“No thanks, we have booked a hotel for 3 nights, but
if the weather is OK we were thinking of spending
a day walking the Causeway coastal path. What
would be the best way to get there and back?”
Another
person
contributes:
“Hi, we were there last weekend and we went to
Carrickfergus where there was a re-enactment
of a battle and then we went to the Fish-face
restaurant for lunch –it was fab. The Old Sailor pub
overlooking the bay is great too!”
(Dialogue continues….)

Scenario 3
•

•

•

•
•

Pat and Paul O’Neill live
in Tipperary and have 2
children aged 10 and 8 and a
dog. They plan to take a touring
holiday around the North in
August, as they are keen that their
children learn about the stories and
legends of Northern Ireland and they
also want to visit some beaches and
spend a day in Belfast.
They are using the Rough Guide to Ireland
to plan their route which they have stored
on the Sat Nav - and have booked a few places
to stay via www.discovernorthernireland.com.
They drive across the border where Enniskillen
is their first stop. Here they find that they can
download to their car i-pod some stories on Myths
and Legends of Northern Ireland which are linked to
their itinerary – and there is a prize for answering some
questions and ticking off all the points of the itinerary
when they reach the Belfast Welcome Centre, which gets
the children enthused. The friendly staff advise them on
the best local places for taking the dog for a walk and print off
a list of child-friendly events that coincide with their planned
itinerary, by date and location.
In Derry they visit the walls, but when it starts to rain they are
delighted to meet an Ambassador who points them towards
a cosy café serving local delicacies. The proprietor tells them
of how the stones in the walls were originally part of the walls
surrounding the city and how her ancestors were involved in
repairing the walls. She gives them a map of the town and
suggests a visit to the heritage centre to see the displays.
They have one day walking the Causeway coastal path using
an itinerary on the mobile that gives them weather updates
and suggests points for refreshment stops.
After a great few days they arrive at the Belfast Welcome
Centre where the children are thrilled to receive prizes and
personalised certificates. Pat logs onto the BWC blog to record
some photos and tips for other visitors, while Paul buys some
Bushmills whiskey souvenirs. When they get home they rate
their experiences of hotels and other services on TripAdvisor
and send their blog with photos to their friends and family.
City Walls, Londonderry
Whiterocks, County Antrim

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan
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14. Summary of three year action

plan (2010-2013)

The following section outlines an indicative action plan of some
of the key activities that should be taken forward over the next
three years. This is presented in a tabular format and divides the
actions into the four themes of People, Places, Promotions and
Partnerships. A number of headings are used. These include:
Priority – priority of the project:
1 = highest priority
2 = medium priority
3= lower priority
Year – year of the project.
Total Cost – costs are indicative and reflect the total estimated
cost for the three year period of the plan.
Organisation –the organisations that will be involved in the
delivery of the action. The lead organisation(s) are in bold.
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Project

Description

Priority

Provide materials to deliver
a Welcome Programme for
Northern Ireland.

1

Year
2010 2011 2012

Total Cost Organisation

Notes

PEOPLE
Welcome materials

NITB
*

*

50,000

LAs

Deliverable to the wider
tourism industry

TICs

Welcome centre &
TIC staff

Training Programme &
Toolkits to deliver Visitor
Information Plan

Greeter/Welcome
Ambassador

Explore Greeter/Ambassador
schemes and undertake pilot
testing

Data stewardship

Agree resource to ensure
content management of a
central data repository

1

*

Strong welcome at points
of entry, and to Northern
Ireland’s towns and cities

1

*

*

*

Unknown

Maintain strong signage to
TICs and visitor attractions

2

*

*

*

Unknown

1

*

*

*

80,000

NITB
LAs
TICs
LAs

1

*

*

20,000

Indicative costs
for the insurance &
administration of a
Greeter project are
denoted

LAs
*

*

n/a

TICs

PLACES
Welcome on arrival

Signage
Visitor information
Network

Welcome Centres &
TICs

Welcome Centres &
TICs operations

Review visitor information
touch-points within local
authority boundary, identify
opportunities for seamless
information provision

NITB

Costs dependent on
each location & available
budgets

NIRoadsService
NITB
LAs

2

*

*

*

n/a

TICs

LAs

Maintain a strong network
of Welcome centres,
1
destinations centres and local
information centres
Agree operational standards
and services

LAs

*

*

Unknown

TICs
NITB
NITB

1
*

*

*

Unknown

To meet all visitor needs

LAs
TICs

New models of TIC
provision

Provide guidance to identify
alternative business models
and services for TICs (e.g.
shared premises, cafes etc.)

TIC quality
programme

Deliver a robust TIC mystery
shopper programme

Local community
engagement

TICs to engage with local
stakeholders and deliver an
engagement plan

NITB
2

*

*

10,000

LAs
TIC
NITB

1

*

*

*

15,000

LAs
TICs

1

*

*

*

TICs
Unknown

LAs

PROMOTION
Rationalise print
materials

Print on demand

Agree print materials required
to support information
1
network towards seamless
information provision
Co-ordinate print on demand
functionality

NITB
*

*

*

n/a

LAs
RTPs
NITB

2

*

*

Unknown

LAs
TICs

New technology,
including smart
phone applications
templates

NITB

Co-ordinate framework to
enable new media solutions

Northern Ireland Visitor Information Plan

1

*

*

*

Unknown

LAs

Opportunity for
efficiency gains and cost
reductions
Web functionality
costs are captured in
E-platform. Print costs
are unknown
Initial investment is
estimated at £30,000
per template with costs
decreasing with the
volume of templates
generated
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Project

Description

E-Platform

Deliver e-platform to
support data storage, web
functionality, consumer and
trade communications

Destination websites

Data Collection

E-zine development

Priority

2010 2011 2012

Total Cost Organisation
NITB

1

*

*

*

1.2 m

LAs
TICs

Notes
Figure is an estimate.
Funding has not been
secured

RTPs
NITB

Provide brand design
guidance. Enable content to
be shared across destination
websites

1

Define processes to facilitate
efficient data collection for
marketing sales literature

2

Create e newsletter template
for onward distribution to
small businesses

Year

*

*

Unknown

*

*

15,000

LAs
NITB

*

TICs

Estimated cost of
£60,000 per website for
3 years. Design guidance
to meet all visitor needs
Processes to be defined
and communicated

RTPs
NITB
2

*

*

n/a

LAs
TICs

Costs to deliver are
captured within
E-platform

RTPs

PARTNERSHIP
Annual review of Plan

Review progress of Visitor
Information Plan on an
annual basis and update
partners accordingly

NITB
LAs
1

*

*

n/a

TICs
RTPs
Partnering
Organisations

Clarify the roles and
responsibilities of
bodies to deliver
Visitor Information
Plan

Develop structure chart
agreeing future partnerships,
roles, & responsibilities for the 1
delivery of visitor information
in NI

Local authority
engagement

Establish formal programme
of engagement with local
authority representatives
including TDO and TIC (a
minimum of 4 per annum)

Engagement
with partnering
organisations

Data distribution

Print distribution

TIC intranet

E-newsletters for
TICs

Research

Robust engagement
programme with
organisations who
regularly meet with visitors
(National Trust, Northern
Ireland Environment
Agency, Translink, Taxi Hire
Companies etc.)
Build partnerships which
enable distribution of
Northern Ireland data across
internet

1

n/a

LAs
TICs

*

*

*

12,000

NITB to co-ordinate

LAs
TICs
NITB

List is indicative

National Trust
1

*

*

*

n/a

NIEA
Translink

NITB
1

*

*

*

n/a

VB
TIL
NITB

2

Develop a TIC intranet for
sharing of training resources,
best practice and support

2

Disseminate insights relating
to the visitor experience as
commissioned

*

NITB

Co-ordinate a joint
distribution system with a
private sector company

Develop weekly/monthly
newsletters, to be
personalised for onward
distribution to tourism
businesses

NITB

*

*

*

2,000

LAs
TIC

*

*

NITB
20,000

LAs
TICs

1

*

*

n/a

NITB

NITB
2

*

*

n/a

LAs
TICs

Clean up to data is a
pre-exquisite for wide
distribution of NI data

APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
The identification of visitors’ current and
evolving information requirements based
on a programme of primary research
amongst TIC and non-TIC visitors.
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Executive Summary & Conclusions
In August 2009 TEAM Tourism Consulting were commissioned by the Northern Ireland Tourist Board to undertake a
strategic review of tourism information services in Northern Ireland and provide recommendations for the future
visitor information experience.
This report represents the findings of primary research among TIC users (sample 691) and visitors to the wider
p 448).
)
destination ((sample

Visitor Characteristics
•

There are significant differences in visitors to different types of TIC - in this survey TICs have been divided into
three groups - Belfast, Medium TICs (more than 50,000 enquires) and Small TICs (less than 50,000 enquiries).

•

Just over half (56%) of TIC visitors were on a holiday or short break in the area – this was much higher in Belfast
((81%).
) Small TICs were more likelyy to be dealing
g with a local audience.

•

Overall two-fifths (39%) of TIC visitors were from Northern Ireland itself. ‘Tourist’ visitors to TICs generally
reflected the origins of visitors in the wider destination – the main difference was TICs were less likely to attract
ROI visitors.

•

TIC visitors had a slightly younger profile than overall destination visitors – this was particularly the case in
Belfast.

•

Most TIC visitors were C1s but TICs had a higher proportion (than the destination) of ABs.

•

TIC visitors were generally travelling in the same group type as destination visitors - couples and groups of
friends were the most common parties. However a higher proportion of TIC visitors were travelling by themselves.

•

Visitors were generally on their first trip to Northern Ireland . This was particularly the case among TIC visitors
(62%), especially in Belfast (72%).

TIC Visit Characteristics
•

Most TIC visitors (61%) were visiting the TIC (where they were interviewed) for the first time.

•

Generally this trip was planned in advance (56%) rather than when passing (44%).

•

Information and services used within TICs covered a wide range – the most common ones were looking for
information on things to visit in the local area (31%), souvenirs (24%) and information on places elsewhere in
Northern Ireland (23%).

•

There were significant variations in information and services accessed across different TIC types and visitor
types. Tourists were typically more likely than locals to be looking for all types of information and services.

•

Visitors to Belfast TIC were more likelyy to be seeking
g information on the whole of N. Ireland ((reflecting
g its g
gatewayy
role) but also transport related services and accommodation booking.

•

Visitors to smaller TICs were more likely to be seeking information on local places of interest.

•

The most TIC visitors (64%) did not identify any services or improvements for the future. The most commonly
identified services or improvements were: retail (9%), more staff (7%), extended opening (7%). Improvements
tended to vary from TIC to TIC.
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Information sources – planning
•

The internet was the most commonly used planning tool, followed by advice (from a friend / relative).
Commercial guidebooks were a more important source of information at the planning stage than free
brochures. There were differences depending on the origin of visitors.

•

The main
Th
i change,
h
over the
th last
l t three
th
years, in
i sources off information
i f
ti att the
th planning
l
i stage
t
h been
has
b
i greater
in
t
use of the internet.

Accommodation booking
•

The two main channels for booking accommodation were telephoning an establishment direct (36%) and via a
website (44%) . Different types of website were used - the most common was a third party site (like Expedia or
Laterooms - 22% of bookings), followed by an establishment’s own website (16%) and a tourist board site
(6%).

Information source – during visit
•

About a third of visitors were not using any information during visit.

•

The main source of information during a visit to Northern Ireland (for destination visitors) was advice from a
friend / relative – closely followed by TIC (16% of destination visitors cited this as their main source of
information) .

•

About a third of destination visitors (32%) were using a TIC at some point during their visit. Similar a third of
TIC visitors indicated they were using another TIC during their trip.
trip

•

For destination visitors, free brochures / leaflets (27%) were used more as a source of during visit information
than the internet via computer ( 20%) and guidebooks (18%).

•

Channels like GPS /Satnav, internet via mobile and information kiosks were used by a small proportion of
visitors . TIC users were more likely than wider destination visitors to use Internet via mobile.

•

The main change in the last three years is the increased adoption of the internet (via Computer) to provide
during visit information (NB this may be generated at home and not necessarily in destination). Visitors
(both TIC and destination) also indicated an increased use of TICs.

•

Emerging channels of information delivery (e.g. internet via mobile, GPS/Satnav) do not show any real sign of
increased adoption.

•

Younger age groups (16-35) were most likely to be using TICs and the internet (via both computer mobile)
more than three years ago.

Influence of TICs
•

TICs were typically
TIC
t i ll nott influencing
i fl
i visitors
i it
t stay
to
t longer
l
( l 2% off visitors
(only
i it
i di t d they
indicated
th were greatly
tl
influenced).

•

They had a much greater impact in terms of influencing visitor to go somewhere they had not previously
planned (55%), and in increasingly the likelihood of re-visiting N. Ireland in the future (31% highlighted their
TIC visit had greatly increased their likelihood of re-visiting N. Ireland in the future).
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction and methodology

In August 2009, the Northern Ireland Tourist Board

To help meet these objectives two pieces of primary

(NITB) commissioned TEAM Tourism Consulting to

research were undertaken. Specifically:

undertake a strategic review of tourism information

o A survey of Tourist Information Centre (TIC) users

services

o A general survey of visitors to wider destinations in

in

Northern

Ireland

and

provide

recommendations for the future visitor information
experience.

Northern Ireland.
Both surveys were conducted on a face-to-face basis in
September 2009 – interviews took place on both

Within this overarching aim a number of more specific

weekdays and weekends.

objectives
j
included the need to identify:
y

summarises the sample locations and size for the TIC

•

The

current

and

evolving

information

The following table

survey.

requirements of visitors before, during and after
their visit to Northern Ireland.
•

TIC Survey
Sample
- No of
respondents

Visitors’ current and evolving preferences for
accessing tourism information.

•

The current customer profile (demographic and
economic) of visitors using Tourist Information

Belfast Welcome Centre

Centre services along with trends and likely

Belfast International
Airport
Derry Visitor &
Convention Bureau

future profile.
•

The services visitors expect to receive from
Tourist Information Centres now and how these
are likely to evolve.

164
75
87

Newcastle

66

Giant’s Causeway

94

Omagh

64

Fermanagh
g

66

Banbridge

75

Total

691
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The following table summarises the sample locations

The two surveys included different groups within their

and size for the destination survey.

samples.
•

The TIC survey included all TIC visitors including
Northern
h
Ireland
l d residents.
id

Destination
Survey Sample
- No of
respondents

•

The destination survey was undertaken among
different visitor types - specifically day visitors
(from outside Northern Ireland), staying with
friends and relatives, and holiday / short break

Belfast Bus Tours

109

Derry City Walls

67

Ulster American Folk Park

46

Armagh Cathedral

50

North Down Museum

43

Portrush

23

Marble Arch Caves

44

Carrick a Rede Rope Bridge
Carrick-a-

44

Ulster Folk and Transport
Museum

22

Total

visitors
visitors.

448
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1.2 Notes to the reader

In relation to the analysis in this report a few points should be noted:
•

Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number – they may not always equal 100%.

•

Destination visitors are those visitors that were interviewed in the wider destination survey.

•

TIC visitors were interviewed at TICs.
– TIC ‘tourists’ represent visitors to TICs that are defined on the broadly same basis as destination visitors
(i.e. holiday and short break visitors day visitors from outside Northern Ireland, and staying VFR / business
visitors ). The sample size for this group is 468.
– TIC ‘locals’ include day visitors from within Northern Ireland and locals (living / working in the immediate
area of the TIC). The sample size for this group is 221.

•

Three categories of Tourist Information Centre are identified – these are:
– Belfast (Sample =164)
– Medium TICs – i.e. TICs that have over 50,000 enquiries. In the sample, these are Belfast International
Airport, Derry, Newcastle, and Giant’s Causeway (Sample = 322).
– Small TICs – i.e. TICs with less than 50,000 enquiries. In the sample , these are Omagh, Fermanagh, and
Banbridge (Sample = 205).
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2. Visitor Characteristics
2.1 TIC users – trip type

The majority of TIC users were on holiday or a short break in the area.

There were significant variations by category of TIC as the table adjacent illustrates - Belfast was considerably more
lik l to be
likely
b attracting
i holiday
h lid and
d short
h break
b k takers.
k
While
hil this
hi group was the
h largest
l
user group among the
h smaller
ll
TICs, (those dealing with less than 50,000 enquiries), it was less significant in relative terms (representing less than
half of visitors) to those living /working locally and day visitors.

All TIC Visitors
(%)

Belfast
(%)

Medium
(%)

Small
(%)

On holiday / short
break in the area

56

81

57

37

On a day trip from
home

18

3

22

25

Work / live locally

13

2

7

30

On a business trip

5

7

6

3

Visiting friends and
relatives

5

4

7

3

Other

3

3

3

2

8

2.2 Destination Visitors – trip type

Most visitors interviewed in destination described their trip as a holiday / short break – two thirds of these indicated
they were touring and sightseeing around Northern Ireland.

Destination visitors – trip type

Holiday visitors – trip type
Touring and sightseeing
around Northern Ireland

Staying
friends
and
relatives
12%

Family holiday/ break

Day trip
16%
Other
4%

65

25

8

City Break

Holiday /
short
break
68%

Activity break (e.g. walking,
fishing, cycling)

3

Specific event

2

Sample= 303
Sample = 448
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2.3 Length of stay

Contrasts between destination visitors and TIC visitors are explained by the different definitions of these visitors
(‘Tourist’ visitors to TICs have a similar length of stay as Destination visitors).

Differences in length of stay between different categories of TIC largely reflect the nature of trips their visitors are
taking (see section 2.1).

Destination visitors

10

8

TIC visitors

Belfast

Medium TICs

31

4

9

8

23

27

32

17

27

9

54

1 night

20

17

33

Small TICs

Day

39

2-3 nights

27

30

4

4-6 nights

15

18

16

13

11

7+ nights

10

2.4 Origin

The following table summarises the origins of visitors to TICs and the wider destination . It also summarises the
origins of TIC ‘tourists’ – see section 1.2 for a definition.

A significant proportion (39%) of all TIC visitors are from Northern Ireland. This varies enormously by type of TIC –
for Belfast it represented only 2% of visitors; for medium TICs 42% of visitors; and for smaller TICs 63% of visitors.
The origin profile of destination visitors and TIC ‘tourist’ visitors are very similar – nevertheless, there are some
differences. Visitors from the Republic of Ireland were under-represented among TIC ‘tourists’ – residents of
Northern Ireland the opposite.

TIC Visitors
(%)

TIC ‘tourists’
(%)

Destination Visitors
(%)

Northern Ireland

39

14

9

England

14

20

23

Scotland

3

4

6

Wales

2

2

2

Republic of Ireland

7

9

15

France / Germany/ Spain / Italy

6

9

9

N. America

16

22

20

Australia / New Zealand

8

12

9

Elsewhere

5

7

9

11

2.5 Age

TIC visitors had a slightly younger profile than overall destination visitors (who were more likely to be 55+ - however it
should be noted that interviewing took place in September).

The age profile varied among different TICs – Belfast had a much younger profile, the smaller TICs an older profile.

18

16

22

17

23

12
18

17
22

18

13
17

18
15

22

18
17

16
24

14

18
19

22
12
13

13
TIC visitors

20

6
Destination
visitors
16-24
45-54

Belfast TIC
25-34
55-64

10

11

Medium TICs

Small TICs

35-44
65+

12

2.6 Socio-economic group

TIC visitors were more likely to be in AB socio-economic groups than destination visitors .

There were minor differences between types of TIC – visitors to Belfast were less likely to be ABs and more likely to be
C1s – probably a reflection of the younger age profile.

12
18
28

32

52

36

65

52
49

44

10

14

8

6

17
10
12

9

13

13

TIC visitors Destination Belfast TIC Medium TICs Small TICs
visitors
DE

C2

C1

AB

13

2.7 Party composition

TIC visitors were generally travelling in the same group type as destination visitors - couples and groups of friends
were the most common parties.

The main difference between the two groups was that TIC visitors were more likely to be travelling by themselves –
while this is more noticeable among TIC ‘locals’ (see section 1.2) , it was also a trend for TIC ‘tourists’ – e.g. Belfast TIC
had a particularly high proportion of visitors in this category (30%).

Who
TIC
TIC
TIC
travelling
Visitors ‘tourists’ ‘Locals’
with today?
(%)
(%)
(%)

Destination
visitors
(%)

Partner only

37

40

30

41

Friends

22

20

27

23

Myself

21

17

29

9

Friends
i
and
family

15

16

12

19

Partner and
children

4

5

2

6

Other

1

1

1

2

14

2.8 Previous visits to Northern Ireland

TIC visitors and destination visitors had typically not visited Northern Ireland before. Frequent visitors (i.e. those
that had visited more than 5 times in the last five years) accounted for about 10 % of the market.

Visitors to Belfast TIC were more likely to be first time visitors – those to smaller TICs were typically repeat visitors.

Destination visitors

54

TIC visitors

62

16

5

72

Belfast

39

First time visitor

9

13

4

62

Medium TICs

Small TICs

3

3

9

15

12

13

11

10

14

5 5

10

12

25

12

Visted before - not last 5 yrs

Visited before - 1-2 times in last 5 yrs Visited before - 3-5 times in last 5 yrs
Visited before - 5+ times in last 5 yrs
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3. TIC Visit Details
3.1 Previous visit to TIC

Generally TIC visitors had not previously visited the TIC they were interviewed in. However, this varied by type of
visitor and TIC – locals and visitors to small TICs (the groups largely overlap) were more likely to be relatively frequent
users.

TIC visitors

61

Belfast

12

46

13

First time visitor

27

14

2-3 times

7

12

14

12

Once before

8

9

13

71

40

15

16

66

Tourists

Locals

10

69

Medium TICs

Small TICs

13

8

7

32

4+ times

16

3.2 When decide to visit centre

In general, the TIC visit had been planned in advance. This was more noticeable among Tourist visitors , and visitors
to Belfast TIC but also smaller TICs.

56

TIC visitors

71

Belfast

Medium TICs

44

29

45

55

Small TICs

60

40

T i t
Tourists

60

40

Locals

48

Planned in advance

52

As passing centre
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3.3 Information and services used

All

Belfast

Medium
TIC

Small
TIC

The ‘other’ category included a
Tourist

Local

range of different activities –
common ones included browsing,

Information on
specific places to
visit in this area

31

27

28

39

35

23

Souvenirs/
shopping

24

31

31

8

27

20

Information on
specific places to
visit/ stay
elsewhere in
N.Ireland

23

Information about
places to eat

18

cafe / refreshments, exhibition.

There were significant variations
in

information

accessed

43

15

19

28

13

and

services

across different TIC

types and visitor types.

Tourists were typically

26

21

9

22

11

more

likely than locals to be looking for
all types of information

Event information

17

24

14

16

18

16

and

service – the only exception was
event / theatre booking service

Accommodation
information

16

13

23

6

18

12

and ‘other’.

Travel information
and/ or route
planning

16

31

14

6

20

6

Visitors to Belfast were more

Event/ theatre
ticket booking
service

10

likely to be seeking information
on the whole of N. Ireland

14

4

16

8

13

(reflecting its gateway role) but
also transport related services

Travel/ transport
related booking
service

9

23

6

3

11

4

and accommodation booking.

Visitors to smaller

Accommodation
booking service

6

Meet and greet
service

2

4

2

2

3

1

None/Nothing

2

-

4

-

3

-

Other

19

6

16

36

11

36

15

4

2

8

2

more

lik l
likely

to

TICs were
b
be

seeking
ki

information on local places of
interest.
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3.4 Other services or improvements required

Most visitors
All

Belfast

Medium
TIC

Small
TIC

Tourist

Local

identify

any

improvements.

None

64

63

60

73

63

67

More items on
sale

9

3

15

4

10

6

More members of
staff

7

3

13

3

9

4

Extended opening
hours

7

services

or

This was higher

in the smaller TICs. Differences
between Tourists and Locals were
minor.

The ‘other’ category covered a
range of requests (see below).

4

11

3

8

6
Generally

More relevant
information

(64%) did not

6

5

9

2

6

6

requests

for

improvement or new services
were specific to individual TICs,

Toilets

5

7

8

-

6

2

rather than cross-cutting across
all centres.

Better
B
tt booking
b ki
service
(accommodation,
travel, theatre)
Internet access to
tourist websites

3

1

4

3

3

3

For Belfast, a common request
was for toilets. Other comments
in relation to Belfast included:

3

1

5

1

2

4

•

the Foyer area is dark /
difficult to notice

Bureau de Change
More literature in
other languages

3
2

4

6
3

1
1

3
3

3
2

•

Cramped

•

Coffee area

•

Specific information request –
e.g. map with

Better
B
tt physical
h i l
condition

2

1

2

1

2

services, post office etc.

1

More languages
spoken by staff

1

1

2

1

1

1

Other

8

9

5

13

7

11

medical

•

Better signage

•

Too warm
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Visitors to Medium TICs were more likely to request

About a third of visitors (33%) to Giant’s Causeway TIC

other services or improvements (see below).

highlighted something - this was on a par with overall
results. ‘Other’ comments here included the need for

There were significant variations among the medium

gg g , better signing,
g g,
somewhere to store / leave luggage,
more interest shown by staff, and a bigger cafe.

TICs and many of the suggested improvements were
from visitors to Belfast International Airport TIC – for
example:
•

More items on sale (52% of Belfast International

In general, visitors to Small TICs were less likely to
suggest improvements (this was particularly the case
in Omagh – 84%).

TIC visitors)
•

More staff (52%)

•

Extended opening hours (48%)

•

More relevant information (39%)

•

Bureau de Change (23%)

•

Internet access to tourism websites (21%)

•

Better booking service (15%)

•

More literature in foreign languages (9%)

‘Other’ comments in relation to:
•

Omagh included more for kids, access difficult for
wheelchairs , Christmas panto, bigger tea cups.

•

Fermanagh included primarily the need for tea,
coffee and food.
food

•

Banbridge included clearer signs on the way in,
more staff in cafe, cafe expensive and more
space in the cafe.

Visitors to Newcastle and Derry Visitor & Convention
Bureau were less likely to suggest changes (94% and
74% respectively). Toilets were a request in Derry (13%
of visitors). ‘Other’ comments in relation to Derry were
that it was difficult to find and parking was difficult.
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4. Other Information Services
4.1 Sources of information - planning

The chart below shows the sources of information used

The internet was the most commonly used planning

by destination visitors for planning their trip to

tool, followed by advice (from a friend / relative).

Northern Ireland - both the main sources and other

Commercial guidebooks were a more important source

sources
sources.

of information at the planning stage than a free
brochure / leaflet.
21%

None

There were differences depending on the origin of

21%
45%

visitors. Typically visitors from Britain and ‘elsewhere’
(mainly Europe and Australia/New Zealand) followed

Internet

29%

the same pattern as outlined in the chart.

32%

Advice (friend / relative)

Visitors from Ireland (North and ROI) were more likely

25%

to not use any sources of information (37%). They were
31%

Guide book

TIC

13%

less likelyy to use Guidebooks ((onlyy 2% indicated this as
a main source) or the internet (17% as a main source).

12%
Visitors from North America were less likely to use

5%

advice (13% as a main source) but more likely to use
Free brochures / leaflets

Newspaper / magazine

N=448

Other

21%

the internet (46% as main source), and guide books

5%
8%
1%

(23% as main source).
All

Main

2%
1%
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4.2 Changes to sources of information - planning

The chart below shows whether destination visitors are using different information sources more or less for planning
a holiday / short break than three years ago.

The main change has been increased usage of the internet – nearly half (44%) of visitors are using this more than
three years ago.
Guide book usage (particularly in N. American markets) and advice (particularly in Irish markets) have also increased
(albeit not to the same degree).
Use of TICs and free brochures has been broadly static.

44%

Internet

24%

Guide book

Advice (friend / relative)

Free brochures / leaflets

TIC

Newspaper / magazine
N=437

51%

63%

20%

76%

15%

77%

11%

80%

8%
More

79%
The same

6%

14%

5%

8%

10%

13%

Less
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4.3 Accommodation usage and booking

The chart below shows types of accommodation used – TIC visitors were less likely to be staying with friends and
relatives or camping / caravanning (this was largely an Irish market).

42%
Hotel
45%

24%
SFR
18%

16%
Guesthouse/B&B
16%
Destination
visitors
8%
Self catering
10%

TIC users

9%
Caravan/camping
1%

4%
Other
10%

23

The chart below shows how destination visitors booked

The two main channels for booking accommodation

their accommodation (NB this only covers commercial

were telephoning an establishment direct (36%) and

accommodation).

via a website (44%). Different types of website were
used - the most common was a third party site (like
Expedia or Laterooms - 22% of bookings).

There were variations - guesthouse and self catering
36%

Rang establishment direct

users were more likely to telephone direct.

Hotel

visitors used an establishment ‘ss email or website more
than other visitors. Caravan / campers tended to use a
Third party reservation site

22%

third party site.

North American visitors were more likely to use a third
Emailed establishment
direct

17%

partyy site but less likelyy to telephone
p
p
directly.
y

Irish

visitors were more likely to ring direct and use a third
party site (linking to the caravan / camping users – see
16%

Establishment's own website

T i tB
Tourist
Board
d website
b it

N=296

TIC

above).

6%

3%
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4.4 Sources of information – during visit

The chart below shows the sources of information used by TIC and destination visitors during their trip to Northern
Ireland . There are some slight differences – for destination visitors this covers both the main sources and other
sources; for TIC visitors it covers all sources . For this group, TIC refers to another TIC from the one in which they
interviewed.
interviewed

31%
31%

33%

33%

32%
32%

28%
27%

22%

Destination - main
21%

Destination - all

18%

20%
18%

TIC Users

16%
14%

14%
12%

11%
9%

9%

3%

3%

5%

4%
4%
1%
0%

None

TV in hotel

GPS/
Satnav

5%5%

2%

3%

1%
Internet via Info booths Local advice Advice
mobile
/ kiosks
(e.g from (friends etc)
accomm.)

Guide
books

TIC

Free
Internet via
brochure/ computer
leaflet
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Key points arising from the previous chart:
•

About a third of destination visitors were not using information during visit. About a third of TIC visitors were
not using another source of information.

•

The main source of information during a visit to Northern Ireland (for destination visitors) was advice from a
friend / relative – closely followed by TIC (16% of visitors cited this as their main source of information).

•

About a third of destination visitors were using a TIC at some point during their visit. Similarly a third of TIC
visitors indicated they were using another TIC during their trip.

•

Free brochures / leaflets (27%) were used more as a source of information during visit, rather than the
i t
internet
t via
i computer
t ( 20%) and
d guidebooks
id b k (18%) for
f destination
d ti ti visitors.
i it

F TIC visitors
For
i it
use off the
th

internet via computer was much greater (particularly among visitors to Belfast TIC – 42%).
•

Channels like GPS /Satnav, internet via mobile and information kiosks were used by a small proportion of
visitors . TIC users were more likely than wider destination visitors to use Internet via mobile.

•

There were some differences between different groups – for example:
–

N th Americans
North
A
i
( fl ti their
(reflecting
th i pre-visit
i it preferences)
f
) were more likely
lik l to
t use guidebooks
id b k but
b t less
l
likely to have advice from friends/relatives.

–

Among TIC visitors, visitors to Belfast were more likely to get information from the internet (via
computer) and guidebooks but less likely to use free brochures, other TICs and local advice (from
accommodation etc).
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4.5 Changes to sources of information – during visit

The chart below shows the extent to which destination

The overall pattern of change is broadly the same for

visitors and TIC visitors who are using an information

destination visitors and TIC visitors – albeit there are

source more or less than three years ago. This is on a 3

variations in the level of change which are difficult to

point scale: - 1 = all respondents are using less,
less 0= no

explain
explain.

change, +1 all respondents are using more.

The main change is the increased adoption of the
internet (via Computer) to provide during visit
information (NB this may be generated at home and
not necessarily at destination). Visitors (both TIC and
destination) also indicated an increased use of TICs
(which is contrary to general levels of TIC usage, where
0.33

Internet via computer

0.17
0.43

TIC

0.15

0

GPS / Satnav
Information booth / kiosk
Internet via mobile

0.01

delivery

(e.g.

result of question interpretation. It would probably be

not increased in the last three years.
Among destination visitors there were a number of

-0.19
-0.11
-0.01
-0.14

of information

fair to say that, in general, usage of these sources has
0.33

Free brochures / leaflets

Emerging channels

internet via mobile) show a decline – this is likely to be a
0.32
0.3

G id book
Guide
b k

levels of enquiry have been, at best static).

variations from this pattern – for example:
TIC visitor

•

Y
Younger
age groups (16-35)
(16 35) were mostt likely
lik l to
t
be using TICs and the internet (via both

-0.21
-0.19

computer mobile) more.

-0.28
-0.21

•

TV in hotel

Irish visitors were using free brochures and
internet (via computer) more than other groups

Decrease

Increase

– use of free brochures and leaflets had actually
declined among GB and North American visitors.
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5. Influence of TICs
5.1 Likelihood of staying longer

The following chart highlights the extent to which a visit to a TIC had increased the likelihood of visitors staying
longer in Northern Ireland on this trip.

Approximately 18% of all visitors indicated they were influenced to stay longer (most of these were slightly
influenced). The proportion of persons ‘slightly influenced’ was higher among Irish visitors (possibly due to more
footloose travel arrangements).

82

All

96

Belfast TIC

Small TICs

23

83

26

Slightly

4

16

72

Not at all

2

31

74

Medium TICs

Irish visitors

16

2

2

Greatly
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5.2 Visits to attractions resulting from TICs

The following chart shows the proportions of visitors that would be visiting attractions in Northern Ireland , that they
had not planned to go to, as a result of visiting the TIC.

Over half of TIC visitors were influenced to visit an attraction they had not planned to.
The proportion was lower among Irish visitors and users of Smaller and Medium TICs.

All

55

82

Belfast TIC

Medium TICs

Small TICs

48

43

64

Tourist visitor

Irish

43

GB

N. America

El
Elsewhere
h

68

59

66
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5.3 Likelihood of re-visiting

The following chart highlights the extent to which a visit to a TIC had increased the likelihood of visitors re-visiting
Northern Ireland in the future (NB this analysis excludes residents of Northern Ireland).

About a third of visitors highlighted their TIC visit had greatly increased their likelihood of re-visiting in the future.
The proportion was considerably higher among users of Belfast TIC.

36

All

Belfast TIC

27

Medium TICs

Small TICs

33

31

20

53

48

38

23

49

Not at all

Slightly

14

28

Greatly
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